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Preface

Learning Maths Book 4B is a comprehensive workbook that provides 
students with ample practice on various mathematics question types. How 
is the book helpful to students?

Summary of Learning Outcomes
Refer to the overview of the topics in the book which sets the pace for 
learning each topic.

Formulae Sheet
Check and recall the essential and critical mathematical formulae and 
information for each topic. 

Free Online Activities
Go online to try the fun activities. Refer to the Contents page to access 
them.

Topical Exercises
Work on these questions as you learn and become familiar with various 
question types.

Revision Papers
Test yourself. This is the best way to assess your understanding of the topics 
taught and learnt.

Non-routine Questions
Understand the heuristics better. Try these non-routine questions to develop 
your thinking and analytical skills.

Step-by-step Solutions
Learn from the carefully worked out solutions included at the back of the 
book.

Through this comprehensive workbook, students can gain a thorough 
understanding of the mathematical concepts, hone their problem-solving 
skills and develop creative and critical thinking skills. This book will inspire 
confidence as the student progresses.

       Norrin Hasim 
BA, PGDE
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Summary of Learning Outcomes---------------------------------------- (i)

formulae Sheet --------------------------------------------------------------- (ii)

Unit 9--Decimals-(Part-1)-------------------------------------------------------- 1

Unit 10--Decimals-(Part-2)------------------------------------------------------ 14

  reVISION 1 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 22

Unit 11--Time-------------------------------------------------------------------- 26

Unit 12--Perimeter-and-Area--------------------------------------------------- 35

  reVISION 2 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 45

Unit 13--Symmetry--------------------------------------------------------------- 51

Unit 14--Tessellations------------------------------------------------------------ 56

  reVISION 3 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 64

  fINaL reVISION --------------------------------------------------------------- 72

     NON-rOUtINe QUeStIONS  
Heuristics:-Making-Supposition-------------------------------------------------- 82
Word-Problems--------------------------------------------------------------------- 83

SOLUtIONS --------------------------------------------------------------------- 85

cONteNtS

 Log on to onlineresources.sapgrp.com
 Click on the title of the book.
 Key in the 13-digit ISBN of this book

(found on back cover).
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(�)

learning outcomes 

Un�t 9 Dec�mals (Part 1) 
Students should be able to 
 recognise place values (tenths, hundredths 
and thousandths) in decimals 

 express a fraction as a decimal, and vice 
versa

 compare and arrange decimals 
 round off decimals to the nearest whole 
number, 1 decimal place or 2 decimal places

Un�t 10 Dec�mals (Part 2) 
Students should be able to 
 add and subtract decimals 
 multiply and divide decimals 
 estimate the value of decimals 
 check that answers are reasonable 
 solve up to two-step word problems related to 
decimals 

Rev�s�on 1
This revision paper tests a student’s understanding 
of Units 9 & 10. 

Un�t 11 T�me
Students should be able to 
 count time in seconds 
 express time in 12-hour clock and 24-hour 
clock 

 find the duration of two different times 
 calculate the starting or ending time given the 
duration

Un�t 12 Per�meter and Area 
Students should be able to 
 calculate perimeter and area of rectangles, 
squares and composite figures 

 find length or breadth of a rectangle/square 
given its perimeter/area 

 solve word problems related to perimeter and 
area 

Rev�s�on 2
This revision paper tests a student’s understanding 
of Units 11 & 12. 

Un�t 13 Symmetry
Students should be able to 
 identify symmetric figures 
 identify the lines of symmetry in figures
 complete symmetric figures and patterns

Un�t 14 Tessellat�ons 
Students should be able to 
 identify shapes that tessellate 
 identify the unit shape in tessellations 
 complete tessellations by drawing more unit 
shapes on dot papers

 tessellate some unit shapes in more than one 
way

Rev�s�on 3
This revision paper tests a student’s understanding 
of Units 13 & 14. 

F�nal Rev�s�on 
This revision paper is an excellent assessment 
of a student’s understanding of all the topics in 
this book. 

Learning Outcomes.indd   1 3/20/2012   4:52:48 PM
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(ii)

formulae sheet

Unit 9 Decimals (Part 1) 

Word Decimal Fraction

1 tenth 0.1   1 ___ 10  10 tenths = 1 one

1 hundredth 0.01   1 ____ 100  100 hundredths = 1 one

1 thousandth 0.001   1 _____ 1000  1000 thousandths = 1 one

Writing decimals 
14.925 is 1 ten 4 ones 9 tenths 2 hundredths  
5 thousandths.

Place value 
Each digit in a decimal is in a different place and has a 
different value. The place value will help us identify the 
digit in a particular place such as thousands, hundreds, 
tens, ones, tenths, hundredths or thousandths and its 
value.  
Example: In 43.082, 
  the digit 3 is in the ones place. 
  the digit 2 stands for 2 thousandths or 0.002.
  the value of the digit 8 is 0.08.

‘More than’ and ‘Less than’
The term ‘more than’ means addition (+).
The term ‘less than’ means subtraction (–). 

Comparing decimals 
1. Compare the whole numbers (thousands, hundreds,  

tens and ones) first. 
2. Next, compare the tenths. 
3. Then compare the hundredths. 
4. Lastly, compare the thousandths. 

Order 
When arranging a set of decimals in order, 
• take note if the order must begin with the greatest 

or the smallest, 
• compare the place value of the decimals,  
• arrange these decimals in the correct order. 

Rounding off decimals
To round off a decimal to the nearest whole number, 
look at the digit in the tenths place. 
If the digit in the tenths place is equal to or more  
than 5, round up to a higher number. 
If the digit in the tenths place is less than 5, the whole 
number will remain as it is. 

Examples: 4.7 ≈ 5 4.1 ≈ 4
To round off a decimal to the nearest tenth or 1 decimal 
place, look at the digit in the hundredths place. 
If the digit in the hundredths place is equal to or more 
than 5, round up to the nearest tenth. 

If the digit in the hundredths place is less than 5, the 
digit in the tenths place will remain. 
Examples: 4.76 ≈ 4.8 4.72 ≈ 4.7
To round off a decimal to the nearest hundredth or 2 decimal  
places, look at the digit in the thousandths place. 
If the digit in the thousandths place is equal to or more 
than 5, round up to the nearest hundredth. 
If the digit in the thousandths place is less than 5, the 
digit in the hundredths place will remain. 
Examples: 4.759 ≈ 4.76 4.783 ≈ 4.78
Alternatively, use a number line as a guide in rounding 
off decimals. 
Example:   

2.5 2.6

2.57

                                       2.57 ≈ 2.6

Convert a fraction to a decimal 
Make the denominator to 10, 100 or 1000. 
Remember to multiply both numerator and denominator 
with the same number. 

Example: 
1
20×5

×5
 =   5 ____ 100   = 0.05 

Convert a mixed number to a decimal
• Break down the mixed number into whole number 

and fraction.
• Make the denominator to 10, 100 or 1000
• Convert the fraction to decimal. 

Example: 6   3 ___ 25   = 6 + 3
25×4

×4
 = 6 +   12 ____ 100   = 6   12 ____ 100   = 6.12   

Convert a decimal to a fraction
When a decimal has only tenths, the denominator 
is 10.
When a decimal has only hundredths, the denominator 
is 100.
When a decimal has only thousandths, the denominator 
is 1000.
Example: 0.15 =   15 ____ 100   

Convert a decimal to a mixed number
• Break down the decimal into whole number and 

decimal.
• Convert the decimal to fraction. 
• Add the fraction to the whole number.  
• Express the fraction in its simplest form.

Example: 6.12 = 6 + 0.12 = 6 +   12 ____ 100   = 6   12 ____ 100   = 6   3 ___ 25  

Unit 10 Decimals (Part 2) 
Adding decimals
• Make sure the decimal points are aligned. 
• Add the hundredths first. Regroup the tenths if 

required. 
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(iii)

• Add the tenths. Regroup the tenths if required.
• Add the whole numbers. Regroup the whole 

numbers if required. 

Subtracting decimals
• Make sure the decimal points are aligned. 
• Subtract the hundredths first. Regroup if required. 
• Subtract the tenths. Regroup if required.
• Subtract the whole numbers. Regroup if required. 

Multiplying decimals
• Multiply the hundredths by the multiplier. Regroup 

the hundredths if required.
• Multiply the tenths by the multiplier. Regroup the 

tenths if required. 
• Multiply the whole number by the multiplier. 

Regroup if required.  

Dividing decimals
• Divide the whole number by the divisor. Regroup 

the remainder if required.
• Divide the tenths by the divisor. Regroup the 

remainder if required. 
• Divide the hundredths by the divisor. You may 

expect a remainder sometimes.    

Estimation in decimals 
Step 1: Round off the numbers to the nearest whole 

number, the nearest tenth or the nearest 
hundredth. 

Step 2: Add, subtract, multiply or divide accordingly. 

Unit 11 Time
Seconds 
1 minute = 60 seconds 
Unit of measurement: s 

Each number on the clock is equivalent to 5 seconds. 
The second hand on the clock is usually longer than 
the hour and minute hands. 

Example: When the second hand moves from 3 to 5 
on the face of the clock, it means 2 × 5 s = 
10 s has passed. 

24-hour clock 
Time is expressed in 4 digits using the 24-hour clock. 
Remember to have a space between the first two and 
the last two digits. 
When the time is in pm using the 12-hour clock, you 
have to add 12 to get the time using the 24-hour 
clock. 

Example: 12-hour clock 24-hour clock

7.45 am 07 45

7.45 pm 19 45

You can use a time line to find the duration or a 
particular time. 

Unit 12  Perimeter and Area 
Square 
A square has four equal sides.          
Perimeter = 4 × Length
Area = Length × Length 

Rectangle
A rectangle has two pairs of equal sides.

 
Perimeter = Length + Breadth + Length + Breadth
Area = Length × Breadth 

Composite Figures 
In order to find the area or perimeter of a composite 
figure, you can first ‘break’ the figure into rectangle(s) 
or square(s). 

Finding the selected area in a figure 

Area of shaded area = Area of big rectangle – 
  Area of small rectangle 

Unit 13  Symmetry
A line of symmetry is a line that divides a figure into 
two equal parts. The line of symmetry is usually a 
dotted line. 

A symmetric figure is a figure that can be divided into 
two equal parts by a line of symmetry.

Some examples of symmetric figures: 

Completing symmetric shape or pattern
Step 1: Use the dotted line as the line of symmetry.
Step 2: Trace or shade the other half of the symmetric 

shape or pattern accordingly to the first half. 

Unit 14  Tessellations 
A tessellation is a type of pattern that is tiled using a 
unit shape with no gaps in between. 

Examples of tessellation: 

    

You can make a tessellation using a unit shape on the 
dot grid. You can also tessellate some shapes in two 
or more ways. 
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�
Unit 9  Decimals (Part 1)

The shaded parts represent the decimals. Write the correct decimals 
on the lines provided.

1.	 	

2.	

DECIMALS (PART 1)9

Examples	

1.	 Change	8	37	____	100		to	a	decimal.	

	 	 8	37	____	100		=	8	ones	37	hundredths	=	8.37

2.	 What	number	is	0.005	more	than	6.323?		 	 	 					6.328

3.	 Arrange	the	decimals	in	order,	beginning	with	the	greatest.	

	 0.708,	0.078,	0.78

	 	 0.78,	0.708,	0.078

4.	 Round	off	28.69	to	the	nearest	tenth.	

	 	 28.69	≈	28.7	

6.32 6.325 6.33

6.3286.323

Unit 9.indd   1 3/20/2012   4:53:32 PM
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Unit 9  Decimals (Part 1)

3.	

4.	

5.	

Express the following in decimals.

6.	 7	tenths	=	

7.	 3	ones	2	tenths	=	

8.	 4	ones	13	tenths	=	

9.	 2	ones	18	tenths	=	

10.	 9	ones	24	tenths	=	

Express each decimal in tenths.

11.	 0.9	=	 	tenths

12.	 3.6	=	 	tenths

13.	 78.4	=	 	tenths

14.	 18.3	=	 	tenths

15.	 21.5	=	 	tenths

Unit 9.indd   2 3/20/2012   4:53:33 PM
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Unit 9  Decimals (Part 1)

For each number line, fill in each box with the correct decimal.

16.	

1 2 3 4

17.	

2 3 4

18.	

6 7 8

Fill in each blank with the correct answer.

19.	 9.1	=	 	ones	1	tenth

20.	 42.6	=	 	tens	2	ones	6	tenths

21.	 17.3	=	1	ten	7	ones	 	tenths

22.	 69.5	=	 	tens	9	ones	5	tenths

23.	 82.8	=	8	tens	2	ones	 	tenths

24.	 In	91.3,

	 (a)	 the	digit	 	is	in	the	ones	place.

	 (b)	 the	digit	3	is	in	the	 	place.

	 (c)	 the	value	of	the	digit	9	is	 .

	 (d)	 the	digit	1	stands	for	 .

Unit 9.indd   3 3/20/2012   4:53:33 PM
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Unit 9  Decimals (Part 1)

25.	 In	57.6,

	 (a)	 the	digit	 	is	in	the	tens	place.

	 (b)	 the	digit	6	is	in	the	 	place.

	 (c)	 the	value	of	the	digit	7	is	 .

	 (d)	 the	digit	5	stands	for	 .

For each question, shade the boxes accordingly to show the correct 
decimal.

26.	

 

	 29.	

 

	 	 	 0.26	 	 	 	 0.62

27.	

 

	 30.	

 

	 	 	 0.74	 	 	 	 0.45

28.	

 

	 	 	 0.03

Unit 9.indd   4 3/20/2012   4:53:33 PM
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Unit 9  Decimals (Part 1)

Express the following in decimals.

31.	 8	hundredths	=		

32.	 16	hundredths	=	

33.	 32	hundredths	=	

34.	 188	hundredths	=	

35.	 311	hundredths	=	

Express each decimal in hundredths.

36.	 5.43	=	 	hundredths

37.	 81.95	=	 	hundredths

38.	 60.72	=	 	hundredths

39.	 38.54	=	 	hundredths

40.	 90.45	=	 	hundredths

For each number line, fill in each box with the correct decimal.

41.	

0.1 0.2

42.	

0.5 0.6

Unit 9.indd   5 3/20/2012   4:53:34 PM
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Unit 9: Decimals (Part 1)

1.	 		4	___	10			=	0.4

2.	 		6	___	10			=	0.6

3.	 		2	___	10			= 0.2

4.	 		7	___	10			=	0.7

5.	 		1	___	10			=	0.1

6.	 		7	___	10			=	0.7

7.	 3			2	___	10			=	3.2

8.	 13	tenths	=	1	one	3	tenths
	 4			13	___	10			=	5			3	___	10			=	5.3

9.	 18	tenths	=	1	one	8	tenths

	 2			18	___	10			=	3			8	___	10			=	3.8

10.	 24	tenths	=	2	ones	4	tenths

	 9			24	___	10			=	11		4	___	10			=	11.4
11.	 9
	 0.9	=			9	___	10			=	9	tenths
12.	 36
	 3.6	=	3			6	___	10			=	3	ones	6	tenths	=	36	tenths
13.	 784
	 78.4	=	78			4	___	10			=	78	ones	4	tenths	=	784	tenths
14.	 183
	 18.3	=	18			3	___	10			=	18	ones	3	tenths	=	183	tenths
15.	 215
	 215	=	21		5	___	10			=	21	ones	5	tenths	=	215	tenths
16.	 1.4,	2.9
	 Each	marking	on	the	number	line	is	0.1.
17.	 2.7,	4.8
	 Each	marking	on	the	number	line	is	0.1.
18.	 6.9,	7.6
	 Each	marking	on	the	number	line	is	0.1.
19.	 9
20.	 4
21.	 3
22.	 6
23.	 8
24.	 (a)	1	 (c)	90
	 (b)	 tenths	 (d)	1
25.	 (a)	5	 (c)	7
	 (b)	 tenths	 (d)	5 tens/50

26.	 0.26	=	26	____	100	

	

SolutionS
learning Maths 4B

27.	 0.74	=	74	____	100	

	

28.	 0.03	=	 3	____	100	

	

29.	 0.62	=	62	____	100	

	

30.	 0.45	=	45	____	100	

	

31.	  8	___100		=	0.08

32.	 16	___100		=	0.16

33.	 32	___100		=	0.32

34.	 		188	____	100			=	1	+			88	____	100			=		1.88

35.	 		311	____	100			=	3	+			11	____	100			=		3.11

36.	 543
	 5.43	=	5			43	____	100			=	5	ones	43	hundredths	

=	543	hundredths
37.	 8195
	 81.95	=	81			95	____	100			=	81	ones	95	hundredths	

=	8195	hundredths
38.	 6072
	 60.72	=	60			72	____	100			=	60	ones	72	hundredths	

=	6072	hundredths
39.	 3854
	 38.54	=	38	54	____	100		=	38	ones	54	hundredths	

=	3854	hundredths
40.	 9045
	 90.45	=	90	45	____	100		=	90	ones	45	hundredths

=	9045	hundredths
41.	 0.12,	0.25
	 Each	marking	on	the	number	line	is	0.01.
42.	 0.57,	0.66
	 Each	marking	on	the	number	line	is	0.01.
43.	 0.86,	0.95
	 Each	marking	on	the	number	line	is	0.01.
44.	 2,	0,	4,	5
45.	 7,	1,	3,	8
46.	 9,	4,	2,	8
47.	 6,	4,	1,	3
48.	 5,	2,	5,	6
49.	 (a)	 0	 (d)	0.04
	 (b)	 tens	 (e)	70
	 (c)	 0.2/2 tenths
50.	 (a)	 1	 (d)	0.08
	 (b)	 tens	 (e)	0.1
	 (c)	 3/3 ones

©SAPGroupPteLtd•ALLRIGHTSRESERVED•
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